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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
It is widely recognised that a robust, active committee system is an asset in any
parliamentary democracy to provide accountability to the functions of Government by being

a forum for investigation. In 2011 there were reforms to the committee system In QLD,
which sought to create better legislative scrutiny and outcomes, a better-informed

parliament, improved community, stakeholder engagement, and enhanced oversight or
Government activities^ Recently, many entities raised concerns to the QLD Committee of

the Legislative Assembly over a lack of bipartisanship and efficiency in the committee

system. This report looks at a set of reforms from other jurisdictions provided to the

Electorate Office of Noosa (See Appendix 9.1). It assesses why and how these reforms were
implemented and whether they were successful.

The findings summarise each reform's context, based on quantitative and qualitative data

collected from government documents, news articles, and scholarly articles. The research

determines that these reforms are entrenched in the political and cultural history of each
jurisdiction's history and parliament. It was judged there would be difficulties in
implementing many of the reforms in QLD. Recommendations have been made to pursue
some reforms and to investigate other aspects of parliamentary procedure further.
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1. INTRODUCTION:
This report discusses the historical and political context of the recommended reforms. It
then discusses the effectiveness of each reform based on the jurisdictions own views and is

judged concerning the values of bipartisanship and efficiency. It then recommends which

reforms may be suitable for QLD's committee system and what should be investigated next.

2. RESEARCH METHOD:
The research In this report comes primarily from government documents, including reviews,
factsheets, inquiries, commissions, etc. Additionally, to supplement the assessment of a

reform's effectiveness, news articles and scholarly articles were used.

3. LIMITATIONS:
In researching for this report, there were multiple limitations. The report's scope was unable

to consider more diverse committee procedures and was restricted to discussing smaller
reforms. It was, therefore, unable to discuss the broader reforms regarding Budget cycles or

freedom of information. There were limitations on the research into the National Assembly of

Quebec, as most primary sources (i.e. parliamentary documents) were in French. The N.Z.

parliamentary documents available online largely exclude documents pre-2000/2005 - this was
mitigated by contacting the N.Z. Parliamentary Library. The perspective of this report has not

experienced the QLD parliamentary committee processes and culture first-hand, meaning that any
analysis and recommendations are limited in their impact and feasibility.

4. FINDINGS
This research Intended to identify the context, method, and effectiveness of implementing
parliamentary committee reforms. The findings discuss the multiple recommendations provided
(Appendix 9.1) across three jurisdictions.

4.1. SCOTLAND
The context of the establishment of Scotland's Parliament is essential in understanding these key
aspects of Its committee system. (2017 report 1,5) The devolution of the Scottish Parliament from
the central U.K. Government occurred in 1998, following a referendum in the previous year to
establish Scotland's own Parliament-they reconvened In 1999 for the first time since the

Parliament was integrated in the U.K. Government in 1707. This warranted the construction of a new

parliamentary system for Scotland, outlined in the Scotland Act 1998. This outlined the S.O.s, which

were explored in the Report of the Consultive Steering Group on the Scottish Parliament (1998) and
later largely adopted by Parliament^. Further information on the reconvening of the Scottish
Parliament is in Appendix 9.3.
More recently, in 2016-7, a Commission on Parliamentary Reform was established by the

Presiding Officer (Speaker) to investigate how Scottish Parliamentary committees could be
improved®. The Commission presented its report in June 2017, where it was referred to the

Standards, Procedures, and Public Appointments Committee to report on implementation.
In May 2019, the committee published its recommendations for changes to S.O.s; the
changes were agreed upon in Parliament in June and then implemented in September^

a) Allocation of non-governmental chairs
The chairperson of a Scottish parliamentary committee is called a convener. These roles are
proportionally allocated subject to party proportions in the House. This occurs after parties

have nominated the members they would like on committees to Parliament. The party of
the convenor and deputy-convenor are chosen first by the Parliamentary Bureau to ensure a

balance of parties. Then in their first meeting, committees vote for an appropriate member,

based on that limitation. The rest of the members on individual committees are also
proportionally allocated to reflect the House®. This was first outlined in the original Scotland
Act 1998 (6.2) and then again in the Consultive Steering Group's 1998 report®. It has always

been in the S.O.s of the Scottish Parliament.

Effectiveness
The results of proportional conveners have been mixed.^ Allowing conveners to be non
Governmental members further separates the executive and legislature and therefore offers

greater scrutiny. Conversely, these arrangements have worked to stagnate decisions as

proportionality can allow for committees to become microcosms of the House, which
occasionally promotes stronger partisanship®.

In the 2016-7 report, the Commission noted that it received many submissions suggesting
that after the party of a convenor is chosen, there should be a vote in Parliament to elect

each convenor. They proposed that members of appropriate parties would nominate
themselves for election®. This contrasts the current system where convenors are nominated

by their party Whips, and the committee votes in their first meeting on this nomination. The

2 Cabinet Office & Office of the Secretary of State for Scotland. (11/09/2019). Devolution settlement: Scotland
(2"‘‘ Ed.) UK Government.
Commission on Parliamentary Reform. (2017) Commission on Parliamentary Reform: Report on the Scottish
Parliament. Commission on Parliamentary Reform.
The Scottish Parliament. (2019), Commission on Parliamentary Reform Factsheet (r‘ Ed.) The Scottish
Parliament.
5 The Scottish Parliament (2021). Chamber and Committees: About Committees. Scotland Parliament.
® Consultative Steering Group. (1998). Report of the Consultative Steering Group on the Scottish Parliament
'Shaping Scotland's Parliament. The Scottish Office.28
Standing Committee on Procedure, "Notes on parliaments visited", in Learning from other parliaments: Study
Program 2006 Report, (The Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, 2006), 38.
® Commission on Parliamentary Reform (2017).
® Commission on Parliamentary Reform (2017), 8,10.

suggestion is that this would increase committee independence and loosen party control

over committees, as the election would require cross-party approval. The committee
determined that it should focus on more pressing issues before implementing minor

changes In procedure^°.

b) Allocation of Chamber time for committee work
The Parliamentary Bureau allocates not just the usage of time across the year but also the

agenda for Plenary Discussion and Chamber time each day. It is presented before the
plenary before it is adopted^^. This often involves allocating time to discuss committee work

before the House, which occurs in two ways. Firstly, the Scottish S.O.s provide 12 half-days
per year for debate in the plenary on committee work - the debated topics are decided by a

committee seated by all of the committee conveners^^ n jg not Inclusive of Estimates
debates and is instead used to discuss and debate notable committee reports. This occurs
eight weeks after publication to allow the Government to respond^®. The second-way time is

given to committees in Chamber is through committee announcements. This time is

allocated to committees before Discussion for announcements regarding committee works

(such as the start of a major inquiry or to report recent findings)^^ This change was
implemented as part of the 2016 Commission on Parliamentary Reform.

Effectiveness
The adoption of 12 days to debate committee works in Chamber was part of the Steering

Committee’s 1998 report. It mentions that in establishing the S.Os a minimum amount of
time in Chamber be provided for the Discussion of committee legislation and reports^®. It

appears the amount of time was chosen later. Because committee work and bills are

allocated discussion time in Chamber, this also works as a direct avenue for diverse ideas to
be debated^®.

Committee announcements were implemented in 2019, and although this change was
implemented recently, it has been used by committees with positive responses, supposedly

increasing the profile of committee work within the Chamber^^. It had been noted by one
convenor that committees did not garner enough respect from the Government^®. This was

an attempt to address this.

c) Equal time for committee work as plenary discussions

Commission on Parliamentary Reform (2017), 9-10
“ Standing Committee on Procedure, "Themes and Issues", in Learning from other parliaments: Study Program
2006 Report, (The Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, 2006).11.
Standing Report on Procedure (2006) 11.
“ Standing Committee on Procedure (2006), 41.
Standards, Procedures and Public Appointments Committee. (2019) Standing Order rule changes. Scottish
Parliamentary Corporate Body. 3.
Consultative Steering Group. (1998), 38.
Standing Committee on Procedure (2006), 48.
Standards, Procedures and Public Appointments Committee. (2019J, 3.
Philip Sim, "Is the Scottish Parliament in need of reform?", BBC Scotland News, 24/04/2017.

As part of the goal to promote 'sharing of power', in the Steering Committee's 1998 report,

they suggested Parliament should provide reasonable time for committee business and
works^®. The report says that Parliament should try to "balance the potentially conflicting

demands for time In Plenary session and in Committee which will arise"^® Scottish Parliament

has upheld a couple of different schedules, allowing either sufficient or equal time for committee
work and plenary Discussion. In 2012 the Parliament moved to a three-day sitting pattern which

involved mornings dedicated to committee work and afternoons to plenary^^.
Plenary discussions currently occur on all of Thursday and on Wednesday afternoons, and

committees can meet Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday mornings, while plenary usually occurs
Tuesday and Wednesday afternoon and all Thursday.
Effectiveness
Concerns regarding committee time were made in the 2017 report from multiple entities. It
was recommended that committees be permitted to meet during Chamber time. The

Commission determined that although committees have sufficient time for business, more

time would increase responsiveness to issues. This recommendation was not supported by
Parliament, although Scottish committees reportedly still struggle with managing their
workloads in the allotted time as a product of having a lack of members to support
committee work^^.

4.2. NEW ZEALAND
The historical context of parliamentary reform in N.Z. is essential in understanding how

these reforms were implemented. N.Z. has a strong history of internally motivated

parliamentary reform. Their Parliament has seen two rounds of recent, significant

parliamentary reform, first in 1984-1990 and then in 1993-6. The 80s reforms occurred due

to both a Labour government elected on a campaign of parliamentary reform (public
sentiment was supportive at the time), M.P.'s positive observations of recent British reforms

and that 26.3% of M.P.s elected that year were newcomers

However, these reforms were

only possible because of previous reforms in the 60s. The reforms to the Public Accounts
Committee gave precedence and a guide on how the House would reform the committee

system in the 80s, which set precedence for the 90s reforms

In 1993 the SO Committee was given the task of reviewing all S.O.s to ensure the House and
its committees were prepared to operate in a mixed-member proportional electorate

system (MMP), which would be implemented for the next parliamentary elections. The SO
Committee received submissions from M.P.s, individuals, and organisations. Reviewing the

Consultive Steering Group (1998), 7.
Consultive Steering Group (1998), 7.
2^ The Scottish Parliament. (31/082012). Parliament returns to new three-day sitting pattern. The Scottish
Parliament
Sim (2017).

Elizabeth McLeay, "Parliamentary Committees in New Zealand; A House Continuously Reforming
Itself?," in Parliament 200 - Towards a Modern Committee System, ed. Paul Reynolds (Brisbane: The
Queensland Parliamentary Library, 2002), 67.
24 McLeay (2002), 56-6.

processes of select committees was a notable concern

a subcommittee Investigated

procedures from overseas Parliaments with a proportional voting system to help determine
what changes were needed and best practices. Additionally, the Clerk provided advice to

the Standing Orders Committee, and members themselves raised ideas. The new S.O.s were
monitored during 1996, were then reviewed, and amendments were made before

Parliament was dissolved

When implementing new procedures In N.Z. there is an

expectation that they will be reviewed in about a year. This was especially important for the
1985-6 and 1993-6 reforms, which were then subsequently revised in 1999. Many of these
reforms were a part of or are complementary to the context of the 1993-6 reforms.

a) Proportional distribution of members: In 1993, N.Z. adopted an MMP electoral system
and three years later, in 1996, Parliament was further reformed to accommodate this
change. Significantly, Parliamentary Committees became proportionally chaired, reflecting
the composition of the House. The general principle governing membership of select

committees is that overall membership must be proportional to party membership in the
House, so far as is reasonably practicable. This means that there is not necessarily a
Government majority or chairperson within an individual committee, though occasionally

they do reflect proportionality in members

For minority Governments, especially this

change means that negotiated majorities are often needed to make decisions. It is

Important to note that select committees elect their chairpersons themselves. Though most
chairpersons are Government members, members from non-Government parties are also

elected ^^(see Appendix 9.3). In 1999 it was determined that the Business Committee would

allocate membership to committees and determine the actual proportionality for practical

purposes. Currently, SO 186 (1-3) establishes this rule - see Appendix 9.2 for comparisons

between QLD and NZ S.O.s.

Effectiveness:

There are some negative consequences to proportional distribution. Including that smaller

parties cannot be represented on every committee, as proportional membership is across

the entire system. To balance this, smaller parties can be granted membership of a
committee permanently, for an item of business, for a limited time or even to consider

particular Estimates^^ 3°. This works to protect proportionality in seats and allows someone

to be a full member of the committee sans voting rights while not counting towards a
quorum. Additionally, any member may attend a committee's proceedings with leave from

N.Z. Standing Orders Committee. (1995). Report of the Standing Orders Committee. New Zealand

House of Representatives, p.g. 10

2® N.Z. Standing Orders Committee (1995), 11.
N.Z. Standing Orders Committee (1995), 34.
2® David McGee, "Estabiishment and Personnel of Select Committees", in Parliamentary Practice in New
Zealand, ed. Marry Harris & David Wilson (Auckland: Oratia Books, 2017).
2® McGee (2017).
Mary Harris, "How is Parliament performing under MMP?", In The New Zealand Law Journal, (NZU July
2002). 234

the committees^ In their 2020 Review, the SO Committee suggests that this should be less
restrictive. They were recommending that one member from any party not represented on
a committee should have the right to participate In any committee as a non-voting

members^.

There have also been issues with the election ofchairpersons by committees, with voting

occasionally reaching an impasse. For example, this occurred in three committees in 1999 the House then chose them^^. This led to a debate on whether the allocation of

chairpersons should also be proportional, but this has not been implemented - the SO
Committee finds its process generally sufficients^

While membership has always been proportional in principle, in 2017, the House allocated
membership on a strict proportionality based on advice from the Government Statistician.
According to David Bagnall from the Office of the Clerk,
"This resulted in some split committees with equal numbers of Opposition and
Government members (which was indeed reflective of the House). It meant that

decisions had to be practically unanimous. In some cases, this meant committees
were unable to make reports, or that reviews were vastly delayed".

In the SO Committee's 2020 Review, they recommend that the size of committees be
reduced to an average of 7 members (allowing for 6-9) to mitigate these effects. The Clerk

will then seek advice from the Government Statistician again about strict proportionality^®.
Consensus has otherwise been positive on this reform. Overall, the Introduction of the MMP
system and the proportional voting system caused sharper scrutiny of the Government as
they could not automatically rely on chairpersons to push bills through^^.

b) No casting vote for chairperson
Prior to the 1993-6 reforms, a committee chairperson held a casting vote to use In case of
equality In votes. In the reforms, the casting vote replaced with a deliberative vote which is

forfeited in the case of a tie. This leaves the decision to fall to the negative 3®.

Effectiveness
The intended effect of this was to preserve the balance of party representation within
committees and for greater efficiency as parliamentary time and resources would not be

spent on a matter that did not receive an actual majority vote

There were concerns that

McGee (2017)

N.Z. Standing Orders Committee. (1995). Report of the Standing Orders Committee. New Zealand House of
Representatives, p.g. 16
22 Marcus Ganley (2002), Making Unicameral Parliaments work: the New Zealand Exception?. Wellington:
Victoria University of Wellington pg. 53
34
Harris (2002), 236,
35
Information provided by Laila Baily, New Zealand Parliamentary Information Service (May 7, 2021)
36
N.Z. Standing Orders Committee (2020), 16.
37
Ganley (2002), pg. 57
38
N.Z. Standing Orders Committee (1995), 30.
39
N.Z. Standing Orders Committee (1995), 30, 35.

this would make committee decisions more conservative, but this is rarely seen in reality.
The removal of the casting vote has reportedly forced greater cooperation, with members
attending meetings expecting to compromise. There appears to have been no significant

negative consequences to this reform, and it has not been mentioned in SO Committee
reviews since the reform.
c) Consideration of petitions
A substantial amount of the work of N.Z.'s parliamentary committees historically was to

consider petitions*®. Since its establishment, the N.Z. Parliament has accepted petitions,
though the type, quantity and procedure for Discussion and response have varied across

*^.
years

N.Z. has consistently had some form of a Petitions Committee since Parliament was

established^^, until 1985 where the responsibility was given to select committees. In 1967,
committees were permitted to supply recommendations to the House based on a petitions

report. Currently, the Government must respond within 60 days, and very occasionally, this
leads to a change in law or compensation
*®.

As of the 53'"'’ Parliament, the Petitions

Committee is established at the start of every new Parliament, and it reviews petitions to

either action or forward to a more appropriate committee

Current petitions tend to be

multi signatured and trend towards issues which the public demonstrates strong feelings on,

either country at large or in a local community. N.Z. select committees still consider
petitions when referred to them by the Petitions Committee
*®.

Effectiveness:
After the 1985 reforms, the Petitions Committee was abolished (though it had historically

taken approx, half of all petitions)
*^.

But, due to an increasingly large volume of petitions

being presented to Parliament, In the SO Committee's 2020 Review, they recommended

that a Petitions Committee be created for the 53'^'
*
Parliament^®. The most recent iteration

of the S.O.s sets out that this committee is established at the opening of Parliament (NZ SO
185 (lb)).

In the 1995 SO Committee Review, the committee mentions that reports produced in

response to petitions were insufficiently flexible. This resulted in the form of these reports
being made less regulated. Previously, to avoid a debate on the topic in the House
committees would simply refer the reports to the Government regardless of suitability

The 2014 and 2017 SO Committee Reviews mention concerns over the variability in how

Martin (2011), 7.
David McGee, "Petitions", in Parliamentary Practice in New Zealand, ed. Marry Harris & David Wiison
(Auckland: Gratia Books, 2017).
*2 John Halligan. (1980). Continuity and Change in the New Zealand Parliament. Wellington: Victoria University
of Wellington. P.g. 197.
McGee (2017)
44
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45
McGee (2017)
46
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47
McGee (2017)
48
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49
N.Z. Committee of Standing Order (1995), 43-4.
43

committees responded to petitions. The SO Committee has rejected recommending these

responses be more prescriptive twice^°. The reason that committees are permitted to
accept written submissions or hearings from the petitioner at their discretion, as petition

trends can vary widely over the years in quantity and quality. This is a needed measure to
sustain other committee business. The House does encourage substantive reports
regardless, with the current rates being ~75%

d) Regular review periods timed well to counter-balance party politics.
This recommendation refers to two different procedures in N.Z.'s parliamentary process.
The first is part of the budgetary cycle^^ The second is the Standing Orders Committee
which conducts reviews and drafts amendments to SO regularly. This focuses on the latter;

an overview of the annual review is in Appendix 9.3.
This select committee is established automatically at the start of each Parliament (as of

2003)5^ and conducts regular reviews of S.O.s. In practice, it conducts a review during each
term of Parliament, providing recommendations by working with the Clerk to draft

amendments to current S.O.s, which are then presented to the House^^ Only amendments

that receive an overwhelming majority of support are included in reports^^ This committee
has been a part of N.Z.'s Parliament since its establishment and although it was previously
inconsistently established at each session, it has been conducting major reviews since

1890^®. Its effectiveness has come to the fore as the business of Parliament has become
broader and more complex over the last century.

Effectiveness:

In N.Z., the functions of the CLA are split between the Business Committee and the SO
Committee. While in N.Z. both are chaired by the Speaker, the SO Committee has a practice

of having committee members be largely balanced between Government and Opposition
and of requiring a majority vote
This practice of requiring overwhelming support to recommend amendments has been

suggested to prevent change. However, because these reviews occur regularly. Members
know that changes in S.O.s are easily updated - this process lends itself to constant but

incremental modernisation in parliamentary processes. The reviews must not necessarily be

N.Z. Standing Orders Committee. (2017). Report of the Standing Orders Committee. New Zealand
House of Representatives, p.g. 30.
N.Z. Standing Orders Committee (2017), 30, 35.
New Zealand Parliament. (10/02/2021). Annual reviews Explained (2^^ Ed.) New Zealand Parliament.

55 David Bagnall, "Reviewing the Standing Orders—How to Make Dreams Come True” in Australasian Study of
Parliament Group Annual Conference, (Wellington; ASPG, 2015). p.g. 6,
54
Bagnall (2015), 4.
55
Bagnall (2015), 5.
56
Halligan (1980), 124.
57
N.Z. Standing Orders Committee. (2014). Report of the Standing Orders Committee. New Zealand House of
Representatives, p.g. 4.

Bagnall (2015), 5.

done each term, but they are in practice, as evidenced by the last three decades®®. The

committee has a strong history of cooperation, particularly when major reforms were
happening within Parliament in the 80s where one member attested that it forced greater

cooperation, with members attending meetings expecting to compromise ®°. This process is
essential In modernising Parliament®^ ®2.

4.3. QUEBEC
The National Assembly of Quebec has been a unicameral government since 1968 when its
upper House was abolished. Since then, there have been a couple of rounds of significant

parliamentary reform in Quebec. In 1972 the committees became portfolio-based, creating
27 committees®®. This number was later reduced to 11. In 1984 there were major reforms
that sought to give greater powers and autonomy to standing committees®^.. In 1995 it was

noted that these reforms were unsuccessful in creating distance between the executive and
legislature. Parties and the executive had too much influence in the business of committees
and on the views of induvial members, reflecting Quebec's history of a strong two-party

orientation®®. This led to the then-current Government proposing a reform targeting

political and ethical issues within parliament®®. After the new Government was elected in
2003, this proposal was put to the side. Eventually, In 2004 and 2009, reforms were made to
change the balance of committee work and allow for greater use of technology in

committee business®^. These reforms did not address committee autonomy, and so even
post the 2004 reforms, it was found that Whips and Ministers constantly interfere in

committee business®®. There have been no major reforms since 2009.
a) Vice-chairs with a different party to the chairperson

Discussion of this aspect has been moved to Appendix 9.3 as currentiy aii deputy
chairperson positions in QLD are heid by a member not from the chairperson's party. The

difference between QLD and Quebec is oniy that this aspect is entrenched and that Quebec
provides a certain amount ofchairperson positions to the Opposition.
b) Appointment recommended by party whips
The Committee on the National Assembly appoints MNAs to committees based on
recommendations from party whips®®. This is done by convention and is not in the S.O.s

{except for the recommendation of temporary members to the Public Administration

59

Bagnall (2015), 6.
N.Z Standing Orders Committee (2014), p.g, 7.
61
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62
Bagnall (2015), 7.
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Committee). Additionally, whips are able to substitute members on committees when

necessary and designate members to attend committees for particular business.
Effectiveness

Research has found little commentary as to the effectiveness of this aspect of Quebec's
Parliament. However, it appears to be related to one major issue within Quebecois

committees - that committee business is constantly interfered in by whips and ministers^®.
There is supposedly an erosion of interest in committee functions due to backbenchers -

the constant interference of ministers (despite the rule limiting their involvement) and
oversight of whips enforced a certain degree of partisanship^^. Progress has been made

since 1995 but as committees continue to lack autonomy (especially over their own

agenda), scrutiny remains difficult^^.
c) Two-year terms

In the Quebec Parliament, all committee members, including chairs and vice-chairs, are

allocated their position permanently for a two-year term (SO 117.2,121,134 etc.).
Effectiveness
The intent of the two-year term is to provide stability in memberships^. It is difficult to

assess the effectiveness of this aspect due to other factors inhibiting the functioning of
committees. Membership Is stable in committees. However, members are still poorly

equipped for committee work due lack of time, resources and incentive. As such, many
members feel as though committee work is ineffectual.

d) Oniine consuitations
Committees can add an online component to their consultations to reach the broader
public. This can involve answering a questionnaire or submitting a discussion paper which is

then referred to the committee ^5. The first use of this was in 2000 in an inquiry conducted
by the Committee on Institutions. It was subsequently used In 2002-8 14 more times,

generating over 7400 responses^®. These were an option before the 2009 reforms but were

made more accessible post -2009 through entrenchment^^. Committees may now use online
consultations for any committee-initiated order. Additionally, since 2010 any member of the

public can comment online on bills, orders or matters under examination either by

committees or the assembly. This was also part of the 2009 reforms^®.
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Effectiveness

The numbers of comments, mass-supported petitions and overall engagement in online
consultations has increased dramatically since 2009. This has allowed for a much higher

level of public participation in parliamentary business and for members to get a better sense

of public opinion on issues^^. (3) While electronic petitions usually comprise a smaller
fraction of submitted petitions, they hold the vast majority of signatures attributed to

petitions. From 2009-2013 online petitions accounted for more than half of the signature
received®®. Video conferencing was also a possibility for committees hearing evidence (since
2009)®^

e) Whole House committees
In Quebec, there are two committees that help dictate the business of the House. The first is
the Committee on the National Assembly which drafts S.O.s and procedural rules as well as

handles committee establishment, membership, and coordination®^. Membership consists

of the President (as chairperson), the Vice-President, House leaders, whips and (once
elected) the chairpersons of the standing committees. The second is the Committee on
Public Administration. It was created in 1997 to oversee the administrative management
and financial commitments of departments - meaning that they examine the annual reports

of government departments®®. There are 13 permanent members - seven from the
Government, four from the Opposition, one from the Second Opposition, one from the

Third Opposition and eight temporary members (five from the Government and three from

the Opposition - as nominated by Whips) (SO 117.2).
Effectiveness

There is little analysis on the effectiveness of the Committee on the National Assembly.
However, the Public Administration Committee members note that their committee
functions smoothly. The committee is chaired by the Opposition leader and receives no

legislative orders and is as such more separated from executive control than other
committees. Therefore, it is able to be more bipartisan and enjoys a spirit of cooperation

that other committees do not®^.

5. IMPLICATIONS & 6. RECOMMENDATIONS:
As mentioned in the CLA's 2015-6 review, further detailed research into the Budget cycles of
other jurisdictions may lead to come ideas for reform. In particular, the annual review

aspect of N.Z.'s budgetary cycle may hold particular interest®®.

Gretas, Catherine, de Nicolini, Eliane, & Cimon-Mattar, Noemie. (2014). The National Assembly of Quebecin
the Digital Era. Canadian Parliamentary Review, 37(4), 30-31.
Jacques Chagnon. (2013). Adapting New Communication Technologies at the Quebec National Assembly.
Canadian Parliamentary Review, 36(4), 3.
81
Chagnon (2013), 4.
82
Paquin (2011), 15.
83
Paquin (2011), 15.
84
Paquin (2011), 15,19.
85
CLA (2016), viii.

The CLA has expressed little interest in pursuing broad or major procedural reforms to QLD's
committee system. The suggestions the CLA rejected In their most recent 2016 review must

also be considered. Considering this, the recommendations have been arranged from mostly
like to be suitable, impactful, and infeasible, in accordance with the goals of promoting
bipartisanship and efficacy.

Suitable

NZ

Scotland

Quebec

2. no casting vote

2. allocated

4. online

for chair

Chamber time for

consultations

committee work
Impactful

1. proportional

1. allocation of non

distribution of chairs

governmental

chairs

Infeasible/

3. consider petitions

3. equal time for

1. use of vice-chairs

Unsuitable

4. regular review

committee work as

2. appointment

periods timed well

plenary discussions

recommended by

to counter-balance

party whips

party politics

3. 2-year terms
5. whole House

committees
Each recommendation has varying implications from their findings. The cultural and
historical context of implementing these reforms must be considered to assess the

accessibility of these reforms.

In the 2015-16 review of the QLD committee system, the CLA notes the concerns raised by

multiple people and entities over the lack of non-Government chairpersons, the
proportionality of membership and the majoritarian voting system^®. The concerns suggest
these two aspects, among others, prevent greater separation from the executive, leading

committees to default to partisanship in their recommendations®^. Despite this, the CLA
remained unconvinced that significant changes to committee procedure were necessary®®,
asserting that QLD's committees should evolve slowly, and any changes would need to be
suitable to QLD's unique system®®.
Because Scottish Parliament is unbound by history, the expectation was that strong partisan

politics would not be present. This was not necessarily the case, especially before the 2016
17 enquiry. The Parliament has benefitted from a late start and a lack of precedence,

allowing them to carefully choose its foundations, incorporating aspects of various
parliaments to suit its philosophy. However, the committees were found to be less

influential on legislation and more partisan than expected, especially due to the majority

86

CLA (2016),
CLA (2016),
88
CLA (2016),
89
CLA (2016),
87

29.
30.
41.
viii.

government®®. As the reforms have only been enacted in 2019, it is difficult to say what
effect they have had on the Parliament. Regardless, the Scottish Parliament seems to exhibit

an openness to reform, partially attributed to its short history. With these complications, it
is difficult to judge the suitability of these recommendations for QLD's system, if they do not

prevent partisan culture to a great degree.
Conversely to Scotland, NZ has a strong history and precedence of committee reform and as

such, reforms quicker and more readily. As outlined in section 4.2 multiple reasons explain this
culture of small continuous reform. The difficulty in implementing these recommendations is

the unique nature of N.Z.'s Parliament and because many of these recommendations are
complementary to other parliamentary reforms. For example, as mentioned, when
recommendation 4.2b was implemented, there were fears of committees stagnating. These were

found to be largely unfounded. This is not Just because of N.Z.'s parliamentary culture and historical

precedence but also because members are aware that parliamentary reforms can and have been
regularly reviewed by the SO Committee. In particular, in the 1993-6 reforms, there was an

understanding that these reforms were provincial®^. This leads to the idea, that though the smaller

reforms should be simple and positive (e.g. removing the casting vote), removed from their

context, they may potentially prove ineffectual.
Many of the Quebecois reforms cannot be recommended for QLD. Due to the starkly

partisan nature of its committee system, it is difficult to assess whether these reforms
would be suitable. One notable difference is that the Quebec electoral system operates in a
way that encourages a strong two-party orientation (19). There has only been one recent

incidence of a minority government and a third party rarely gains enough seats to receive
parliamentary privileges (e.g.. the threshold to be officially recognised as a party is a
minimum of 12/125 seats)®^. Much of their procedures for committees is based on this

premise.

7. CONCLUSION
The view of the CLA as of 2016 Is that the QLD parliamentary committee system should be

allowed to slowly develop as major reforms had only taken place in 2011. As evidenced by
other jurisdictions, this approach is sufficient only if the framework of that system allows for

slow development. The ever-growing demand for an efficient, effective, and economic
parliament requires greater scrutiny of the Government®® and demands a more robust and

adaptable committee system. If the QLD committee system were to make small changes, as
recommended here, it would align with the CLA's want for slow evolution while working
towards QLD's goal of a modern parliamentary system.

Sim (2017).
McLeay (2002).
52 Paquin (2011), 21.
55 Committee of the Legislative Assembly. (2016). Review of Parliamentary Committee System (Report no. 17).
QLD Parliamentary Committees. P.g. 31.
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9. APPENDIX:

9.1. GAPS OPPERTUNITIES AND RECOMMENDATIONS pg. 8
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Jurisdiction

New Zealand

Scotland

Quebec (Canada)

* unicameral
* power to initiate bills
- small committee sizes and number
of committees
~ diffiditt to find bipartisan
consensus

- unicameral
- still an evolving committee system
- tack of incentive for MPs to take
their role seriously
~ FKJt enough parlisffnentary time for
committee work
~ most sitting time hogged t^
ministers
- resourcing

• transformative, bipartisan and efficient
* MMP electoral system brings more ideas and
agendas to the table
- oroDortional distribution of diairs
* no castina vote for diair
~ consider petitions
- reaular review oeriods timed well to counterbamce-oartv DOlttic^
” willingness to change the system as necessary
- committees report to caucus instead of directly to
parliament
- live-streaming of hearings
- 4 weeks review period only

* powerful but unstable
- devolved MMP Parliament that
is quite young
- lots of non-oovemmental chairs
“ allocated Chamber time for
gammitteework
- GQua! time for committee work as
Plenary discu^ions
- parliamentary system designed
with committees at the forefront
■ conducts parliamentary business
- ^tem designed to replace upper
house

~ structure to be bipartisan but
histoiy is hard to overcome
- significant racial history
impeding bipartisan efforts
- use of vice-chairs
- appointment recommended bv
partv whins
“ 2 year terms
- cmline consultations
- 2 whole House committees
~ less powers
- agenda not controlled by
committee
- Parliament not seen as an
effective forum for debate
■ online comments accepted

proportional distribution of chairs
no casting vote for diair
consider pditions
regular review periods timed wen to counterbalance party politics

1. allocation of non-govemmentai
chairs
2. allocated Chamber time for
committee work
3. equal time for committee work as
plenary discussions

1. use of vice-chairs
2. appointment recommended by
pariy whips
3. 2 year terms
4. online consultations
5, whole House committees

i
-

unicameral
stee of lower house
issue of urgency
similar powers and objectives

Similarities (to QLD)

Dlfeiences (to QLD)

Recommendations

1.
2.
3.
4.

9.2 COMPARISSON OF STANDING ORDERS
Notes
in Scotland, the same is

QLD SOs

Other Jurisdiction S.O.s

4.1 a) Allocation of

SO 196 (2) & 199 (1) - Appointment of

SCOT. - Chairperson/Convener allocation is

chairs

Chairperson: "(1) If the motion for the

set out in SO 12.1, significant is: SO 12.1.2

done for the deputy

appointment of a committee does not specify
the name of the Chairperson, then the
committee shall at its first meeting, before
proceeding to any other business, elect a
member of the committee to be Chairperson."

"The Parliament shall decide, for each
committee, on a motion of the
Parliamentary Bureau— (a) the political
party whose members shall be eligible to be
convener of the committee; or" [otherwise],
& SO 12.5 - "5. In making a proposal under
paragraph 2 or 4, the Parliamentary Bureau
shall have regard to the balance of political
parties in the Parliament".

convener. The political
parties of convenors are
distributed proportionally
as a whole and
membership in a
committee is proportional
as well - while considering
also the interests of the
members.

4.1 b) Allocation of

SCOT - Special cases of Parliamentary

Chamber time for

business: SO 5.6.1 (a & d) "1. In proposing
the business programme, the Parliamentary
Bureau shall ensure that—
(a) on 12 half sitting days in each
Parliamentary year, the business of
committees is given priority over the
business of the Scottish Government at
meetings of the Parliament...
(d) time is available to allow any committee
to make an announcement on matters in
connection with the activities of that
committee."
SCOT - Business Program: SO 5.4.1 "The
Parliament shall decide, on a business
motion of the Parliamentary Bureau, a
programme of business (referred to as —the
business programmeH) for such period as
may be specified in that motion."

Scottish SO 5.6.1 was
amended in September
2019 to include (d) as part
of the 2016 Commission

Recommendation

(Note: allocation of chairperson is usually
conducted when a committee is established
by the House as per SO 196(2), a motion for

appointment may appoint members, inc.
chair/deputy chair)

committee work

4.1 c) Time allocations

for committee work

and Plenary
discussions

recommendations. In (a),

committee scrutiny of the
budget is separate from

this allocated time.

4.2 a) Distribution of

SO 197 (1-6) & 195 & 199 - these all discuss

committee

appointment of members, significant is:
SO 197 (5) - regarding Ballots: "The members
proposed who are reported to have the

membership

N.Z. - SO 186 (1)- "The overall membership
of subject select committees must, so far as
reasonably practicable, be proportional to
party membership In the House."

greatest number of votes shall be declared by

QLD does not seem to have
S.O.S establishing the
distribution of committee

memberships among

parties.

the Speaker to be the members of the
committee."

4.2 b) Vote for
chairperson

SO 203 - Casting vote: "In the case of standing
and select committees established by

N.Z. - Deliberative Vote: according to SO
207 and then SO 174, committee

There appears to be no SO
specifically regarding a

resolution of the House, the Chairperson of a
committee, or the Deputy Chairperson when
acting as Chairperson, shall have a deliberative

proceedings are conducted the same as
House proceedings (unless specified).
Significant here is: SO 156 - "In the case of

chairperson's vote in N.Z.
Their casting vote was
removed in 1995. If the

vote and. In the event of an equality of votes,
shall also have a casting vote."

a tie on a vote, the question Is lost."

votes are tied their vote is
forfeit / the question is
lost.

4.2 c) Petition

SO 119-125 outline guidelines for petition

consideration

submission and presentation.

N.Z. - SO 190 - Functions of subject select
committees:" The subject select committees
consider and report to the House on the
following types of business referred or
initiated under the Standing Orders:
... c) petitions".

QLD petitions are not

referred to committees,
instead to the Clerk/House
and then onwards to a
Minister, but presentation
before referral is similar in

N.Z. & QLD.

4.2 d) Regular review
cycles

QLD - the functions of N.Z.
*s
Business
Committee and SO Committee are fulfilled by
the Committee of the Legislative Assembly.

N.Z. - SO Committee: S.O.s establishing the

N.Z.'s annual financial

purpose of the SO Committee is So 7,
significant is: SO 7(c) "...may recommend to

review process is
encompassed by a set of
S.O.s (SO 353-358), there

the House the amendment, revocation, or
addition of any Standing Order or the
alteration of any procedure or practice of
the House".
N.Z. -Annual Review: SO 353-8 outline the
annual review process.

is no direct comparison in
QLD - the annual review
process is a retrospective
on the budget and is

separate from Estimates.

4.3 a) Use of vice chairs

See 4.1a).
Additionally, the deputy chairpersons in QLD

are currently all different parties from the
chairpersons. Ail committees chaired by a

Government member are deputy-chaired by
an Opposition member (this is all committees
except the Parliamentary Crime and
Corruption Committee which is the opposite).
Note: the difference with Quebec is that they

have entrenched this, and additionally
provide chairpersonship to Opposition

Quebec - SO 134. Elections — "Each

committee shall, at the opening of
the first session of every Legislature and, as
the necessity may arise, during the course of
a Legislature, elect a chairman, a vice
chairman and a second vice-chairman, who
shall hold office for two years"...
SO 137 - "Committee members who belong
to the same parliamentary group as the
chairman shall not be eligible for the office
of vice-chairman."

Note that the party of the
chairs is given in the S.O.s
(6 are always Government
and the other 3 are
Opposition) - this is

designated by the
Committee on the National
Assembly.
i.e. if the chair is
Government then the vice
chair is Opposition etc.

members
4.3 b) appointment
recommended by Party
Whips

See SO 195-7. Appointment of committee
members is usually conducted by the House
at the appointment of a committee.

Quebec - SO 117.2 Appointment of
temporary members to the Committee on

Party Whips being able to
recommend or designate

the National Assembly - "The temporary

membership on standing
committee is not
mentioned in the S.O.s, but

members of this committee shall be
designated by the whips of their respective
parliamentary groups, who shall further
specify whether each such member is to
serve on the committee throughout the
proceedings with respect to some particular
matter or for a single meeting"

partially by the Whips)
decides on standing
committee composition.

Quebec - SO 121 Standing Committee
membership - "Each committee shall

In Quebec SOs 117.2 and
117.5 also determine that

consist of thirteen Members, who shall be
appointed for two years and shall be
apportioned as follows:..."

the members and
chairpersons of the
Committee on the National
Assembly will be appointed
for two years.

SO 206 206. Methods of receiving evidence -

Quebec - SO 173.1 On-line Consultation -

Quebecois ommittees are

"(1) A committee may take evidence from
witnesses by any means the committee

"A committee may, pursuant to any order of

4.3 c) Term length

4.3 d) Consultations

the Committee on the
National Assembly (chaired

also able to hold
videoconferences as part of

resolves, including by telephone, video
conference or other electronic means.
(2) A committee may receive submissions and

initiative, decide to hold on-line
consultations."

consultations, and receive
online comments on
matters from the public.

other documents by any means the committee
resolves, including electronic means."

4.3 e) Whole House
Committees

Quebec - SO 87108-114 Establishment of
Committee of the Whole
SO 115-6 Establishes membership and
duties of the Committee on the National
Assembly

The CLA fulfils the role of
Quebec's Committee on
the National Assembly.

SO 117.1-6 Establishes duties and

membership of the Committee on Public
Administration

standing Orders taken from:
QLD: https://www.parliament.q!d.gov.au/documents/assemblv/procedures/StandingRuies&Orders.pdf

Scotia nd: https://www.parliament.scot/about/how-pariiament-works/parliament-rules-and-guidance/standingorders#:~:text=Standing%200rders%20of%20the%20Scottish,with%20the%20Scotland%20Act%201998.

New Zealand: https://www.parli3ment.nz/en/pb/parliamentarv-rules/standing-0rders/

Quebec: http://www.assnat.qc.ca/en/abc-assemblee/fondements-procedure-parlementaire/reglement-assemblee.html

t

9.3 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION/DISCUSSION
1. SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT HISTORY

Efforts to devolve parliamentary power from the U.K. Government, with which it had become united
with in 1707, began in earnest in 1979. In 1979 a Labour Government was elected in the U.K. and it
attempted to devolve Scotland's Parliament, requiring both 50% of overall votes and 40% of votes
within each electorate. It was unable to pass (~51% overall, ~32% in electorates). The following
election an anti-devolution conservative party was elected.

The conservative Government allowed some devolution of powers back to the Scottish Government
- but much of the public was unsatisfied by this. In 1987 influential community members in Scotland
(inc. politicians, local authorities, churches, etc.) formed the Scottish Constitutional Convention
(see). They published the Claim of Right for Scotland, petitioning for a Scottish Assembly. In 1997
with the election of a new Government a referendum was arranged based on the white paper table
in July, Scotland's Parliament. The referendum passed and the Secretary of State appointed the
Consultative Steering Group to produce proposals for the operation of this new parliament, which
were largely adopted. The new Scottish Parliament held its first meeting on July 1** 1999®^.

2. NZ BUDGETARY CYCLE - ANNUAL REVIEW

In March, the select committees review the performance and operations of the Government

in the financial year that ended on 30 June the previous year, completing the budget cycle

that started two years earlier^®.
Effectiveness

Few major changes have been made to the financial review process recently. In1989
Parliament was expected to authorise purchases individually^®, and the timeline and
processes were adjusted and streamlined

In 1993-6, the focus of the financial review was

moved away from the Committee of the Whole House and towards committee participation
Further financial reforms were undertaken in 2004^®.

3. NZ ELECTION OF COMMITTEE CHAIRS

The chairperson of a committee is always elected by its committee, except for notable committees
where convention and S.O.s dictate that it be the Leader of the Opposition or a particular member of
the Government (Regulations Review Committee, SO Committee, Privileges Committee, and
Intelligence Security Committee)^®®. The current SO is as follows:
"105. Every select committee, previously to the commencement of business, shall elect one of
its members to be the chairman, who shall hove an original as well as a casting vote."
Cabinet Office & Office of the Secretary of State for Scotland. (11/09/2019). Devolution settlement: Scotland
(I"'’ Ed.) UK Government.
New Zealand Parliament (2021)
55 John E. Martin, "From Legislative machine to representative forum? Procedural change in the New Zealand
Parliament in the twentieth century", Australasian Parliamentary Review, 47(2) (2011): 11
57 N.Z. standing Orders Committee (1995), 65.
5® N.Z. Standing Orders Committee (1995), 43.
55 Martin (2011), 11.
McGee (2017).

, »
4

In contrast, the deputy chairperson is appointed by the committee to the committee (as of 1996

when the role was created, SO 204(1)).

This set of S.O.s Is complimentary to recommendations 4.2a/b, as It works in tandem to reflect the
overall composition of the House in the committee system. It seems to additionally work as a

measure against the dominance of the Government within the system, as members from any party

can be elected chairperson. The election ofchairpersons does in practice lean towards Government

members regardless. The current composition is ~10/2 (Gov vs. Opp.), not accounting for chairs with
allocation conventions.

4. VICE-CHAIRS IN QUEBEC
In the Quebec Parliamentary Committee System, the role of deputy chair is called a vice

chair^®^. Similarly to QLD, the role of the chair is to direct committee proceedings and is
assisted by the vice-chair. There are a couple of distinct differences between deputy chairs

and vice-chairs. The Committee of the Whole House determines the chair for each

committee, but if there is no consensus, then the party of each chair is chosen in a specific
order. The committees must vote on a chair and vice-chair in accordance, receiving a
majority consensus from each party presents®^. The vice-chair must be chosen from a

different party to the chair. The chair is obligated to vote in committee decisions but does

not have a casting vote^®^. Historically, the premier and leader of the Opposition usually
decide who holds the chair and vice-chair positions^®^ Because two parties have
consistently dominated the Quebec Parliament, the chairs and vice-chairs are almost always

elected from the Government or Oppositions®^.

Effectiveness
SO 134 and 137 have been functionally the same since the 1985 revision of S.O.s. Assessing
the effectiveness of the vice-chairs being from a different party to the committee chair is

difficult. It would require an analysis of how often vice-chairs perform the duties of chairs
and investigate whether this has had any influence on committee decisions or reports.
Additionally, membership in committees is always divided to favour the Government. The

S.O.s dictate, that six out of nine committees are chaired by Government members (three to
Opposition) and within committees 6-7 members are from the Government, and 4-5 from

opposition groups (SO 121,126). Therefore, the influence of a non-Government chairperson
would likely be negligible - especially when considering the reputation of Quebec's

committees to be highly partisan.

The National Assembly of Quebec. (11/03/2009). The ABC of the National Assembly: Committees. National
Assembly of Quebec.
National Assembly of Quebec. (2012). Parliamentary Procedure in Quebec (English Edition, 39
*^
Legislature).
National Assembly of Quebec. P.g. 476.
National Assembly of Quebec. (2012), 477.
Magali Paquin (2012), "The Quebec National Assembly", in Canadian Parliamentary Review 35(2) 14.
“5 The National Assembly of Quebec. (10/03/2009). The ABC of the National Assembly: Parliamentary Offices.
National Assembly of Quebec.
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